QA Automation Technical Lead

Zebra medical vision is a leader in the field of AI for Medical Imaging. As a medical company, we are committed to establishing solid quality practices, which will allow us to meet regulatory requirements, and deliver a safe, effective product.
We are seeking for a bright and experienced technical lead to head up our QA and automation efforts.

IF you are:

- Passionate about quality, automation and CI/CD
- Methodical with a track record of establishing solid automatic quality processes
- Comfortable around modern technical stacks - and a fast learner
- Like leading QA engineers and establishing modern QA practices
- Curious about AI and deep learning
- Want to work on products which matter and can improve and save people's lives

Responsibilities:

- Drive Zebra's quality infrastructure from the ground up
- Own quality metrics together with the dev. teams
- Develop Automated testing plans and processes for each of our important software systems - data pipelines, internal tools, algorithms and analytic engine
- Plan, implement and execute manual & automated tests with high coverage
- Help hire, train and guide QA automation engineers

Requirement:

- 5+ years experience in software QA & Automation; Experience with building automation processes and methodologies for large complex system
- Experience with establishing Automation Infrastructure from scratch
- Experience with leading a team of Automation engineers
- 3+ years Experience in a modern, distributed, multi-service, multi-technology environment
- 3+ years experience in Linux
- 3+ years experience working with SQL databases
- 3+ years experience working in an Agile/Scrum development process
- 2+ writing CI/CD pipelines
- 2+ years python
- Experience with hiring, training and guiding QA engineers

Cv to: zebra-med.04.419@applynow.io